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Glossary
Article

Definition

Application

Any kind of meaningful use of open data.
(As-of "application areas of open data")

[Mobile] App

A self-contained program or piece of software, especially designed to be
downloaded by a user to a mobile device.

Citizen

An inhabitant of a particular town or city.

Citizen
initiative

An initiative proposed by a (collective of) citizen(s), which ideally is informing the
challenges for the hackathon process.

Fablab

A physical place where anyone can make an idea concrete by transferring and
fabricating those ideas through the use of 3D printers and other (complex)
technological devices. The staff and peers at Fablabs support people to build their
ideas, but not to do the work instead of them.

Hackathon

A collaborative pressure-cooker event (see definition), most often involving
software developers and domain experts, which is typically lasting several days and
is aimed to the production of one or more apps.

Non-expert
user

A person without professional or specialized knowledge in a particular subject
(usually computer programming).

O4C approach

An approach based on the progressive interaction between three different
activities: 1) Explore; 2) Learn/apply; 3) Consolidate.

O4C platform

The technologies, methodologies and communities of the Open4Citizens project.

Pressurecooker event

A time-pressured event where teams work on certain projects together, most often
following a predefined schedule.

Urban
services

Urban services are public services, though not necessary initiated by the
government.

Social impact

The effect induced [by a certain project or initiative] on the well-being of a
community.

Social
sustainability

The ability of a community to develop processes and structures which not only meet
the needs of its current members but also support the ability of future generations
to
maintain
a
healthy
community.
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/socialsustainability.html#ixzz2y75dJTij
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Introduction
The current deliverable drafts the Open4Citizens concepts, which are the building blocks that define
the O4C project on a conceptual level. The overall Open4Citizens concepts deliverable are updated
by M15 and M30, emphasizing that the definition of concepts provided here will likely evolve
throughout the project along with our gained insights. The glossary, listed on the previous page,
includes O4C related terms/concepts and how these are currently conceptualised and will be used in
the project. In other words, the glossary can be seen as a snapshot of the current understanding of
the O4C consortium partners. Elaborating upon the Open4Citizens DoA, the current work defines the
structure of the O4C project in a more detailed way. In particular, the aims and expectations of the
hackathons, the shape of the OpenDataLab, i.e., the virtual or physical places where the hackathons
will take place, as well as the scope of the Open4Citizen platform, i.e., the whole combination of
events, and the methodology to support those events, which will be the final outcome of the project,
are articulated.
The Open4Citizens project aims at empowering citizens to seize the opportunities offered by the
availability of open data to address needs related to social sustainability. The fundamental gaps we
are addressing are:
1. Today most citizen services are imposed on the citizens by their governments, designed from
a top-down perspective instead of being created with the citizens or by citizens in a bottomup manner, based on the citizens’ everyday life; and
2. Much of the available open data is theoretically accessible by anyone, however most citizens
do not have the technical knowledge and skills to access this data. It means that ‘normal’
citizens are not capable of comprehending the opportunities, let alone of utilizing the
possibilities offered by open data in a meaningful way.
The empowerment of citizens in leveraging their initiatives is key to address the main goal of
Open4Citizens, which is to contribute to the social sustainability of urban services. There are several
objectives defined (see DoA for details) for improving the social sustainability of urban services and
making citizens recognize and get benefit from the existence of open data:
OBJ.01: creating OpenDataLabs where citizens can design new services, or improve existing
ones, in a collaborative environment by using open data;
OBJ.02: exploring hackathons as new forms of collaboration among citizens, technical
experts and public institutions that enable citizens, interest groups and grassroots
communities to understand and use the potential of open data;
OBJ.03: overcoming the cognitive gap the majority of citizens may have with respect to open
data by making knowledge available in the form of consultants in the OpenDataLabs, where
citizens will experience the practical value of open data in the conception, modification,
adaptation and maintenance of urban services;
OBJ.04: combining two specific models of OpenDataLabs; specifically the solutions
development lab and the incubator models;
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OBJ.05: exploring and driving opportunities for further exploitation and implementation of
the developed and tested solutions through social networks;
OBJ.06: creating an international network of cities and organizations where the
OpenDataLabs model implemented by Open4Citizens can be replicated and transferred so
generating an international movement based on cooperation and learning within the
network.
These objectives of the Open4Citizens project elaborate on the crucial point to realize the potential
of open data open for citizens, by experimenting and co-creating services proposed, designed and
developed by the citizens themselves. In the remainder, the terms and concepts introduced in these
objectives are further explained.
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1 Scope of Open4Citizens Project
The Open4Citizens project aims at empowering citizens to seize the opportunities offered by the
availability of open data to address needs related to social sustainability while elaborating upon the
hackathon phenomenon. In the last decade hacking has been drifting towards making and
prototyping (peer-production) instead of radical system change (e.g., Moilanen, 2012). In the current
project, we refer to hacking as exploring the system borders towards social sustainability.
The hackathon phenomenon is manifested in the organization of hackathon events, experiences and
a socially sustainable support infrastructure, consisting of
1. Technology that makes open data accessible and available (O4C platform);
2. Methodological guidance and community events (O4C hackathons);
The tangible outcome of the Open4Citizens project will be the creation of physical or virtual places
for innovation (OpenDataLabs), where both the technological and methodological components will
support citizens’ participation and experimentation using open data.
This infrastructure aims to empower citizens, involve them in a co-design process for new
applications and increase their awareness of the rich opportunities open data can offer to improve
their everyday life.
These different elements of the Open4Citizens infrastructure contribute at different times and in
different ways to a citizen initiative, and their integration is illustrated via our “Matrioshka model”1:

Figure 1. Citizen initiative, hackathon and open data lab occupy different size and time-scales
(Matrioshka model).

As Figure 1 shows, the Open4Citizens hackathons (top line) are short events to ignite and accelerate
citizen initiatives (development process shown in the middle line). These projects will live beyond
the individual hackathons and will be able to make use of the network, the know-how and the tools
provided by the OpenDataLabs (bottom line), in order to become viable and socially sustainable.
Citizens’ initiatives can start at any time in the recurring cycle of activities centred around these
Hackathons process. The initiatives use the pre-hackathons to better frame the problem they are
trying to solve, use the hackathons for accelerating their idea towards a prototype or other proof of
concept, and use the post-hackathon activities to develop a more robust product or service. At all of
1

Matrioshka dolls are Russian nesting dolls, where the set of dolls are decreasing in size, placed inside one-another.
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these stages, the OpenDataLab can provide access to knowledge and guidance. In particular, in order
to enhance social sustainability, citizens should be able to easily request and access support in
preparing data sets. The OpenDataLabs will play a go-between role in processing data in ways that
make it useful and hands-on for citizens to work with.
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2 Open4Citizens approach and methodology
While the previous section mainly addressed the citizen's engagement process with the O4C project,
the current section aims to conceptualize the approach and methodologies which address a variety
of perspectives in three iterative cycles.
1. The hackathon event cycle, including the core of the co-creative process involving citizens,
experts, groups and organisations
2. The hackathon organization cycle, including the logical sequence of events from the
preparation of the hackathon event to the development and test of its results
3. The OpenDataLab creation cycle, including the construction of the methodological and
technological basis that will be an integral part of the OpenDataLab
All the three cycles can be considered as knowledge creation processes (exploring, applying, and
consolidating) at different logical levels, that take a research through design approach and embraces
progressive interaction between the cycles.
The first cycle concerns the hackathon event itself, i.e. the moment in which citizens and other
relevant stakeholders are involved in the co-creation process. This cycle has a methodological
structure as follows:
1. Inspiration (understanding problems and available data);
2. Ideation (generating ideas, concept development);
3. Implementation (articulate solutions as prototypes, products, or other suggestions for
service improvement or generation, e.g. process maps, business plans).
The concrete outcome of this cycle is a prototype of an application or service to be tested.

The second logical level includes the organizational approach for the preparation of the hackathon
and development of its activities. This cycle includes:
1. The pre-hackathon (challenge identification, articulation of data needs, and hackathon
preparations)
2. The hackathon event
3. The post-hackathon (further development and test as well sustaining the use and impact).
The outcome of this cycle is a framework to generate and create new hackathons.
The last cycle, at the more general logical level concerns the creation of an OpenDataLab . This cycle
includes the phases of:
1. Framing the ODL project
2. Experimenting the Hackathon
3. Consolidating the ODL
The outcome of this cycle will consist of a citizen data toolkit, which will represent the cognitive
(methodological) component of the OpenDataLab.
In the remainder of the section the approach as it relates to the hackathon events, the framework
activities before and after it, and to the overall project framework, is illustrated, see Figure 2. Note,
that the heart of the figure targets the value for the citizen initiatives (valorisation and impact), while
the outer circle starts with the project activities (research).
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Figure 2. The iterative, repetitive process of the project aims to establish and support communities of
engaged citizens using open data to improve their community, their interaction and the urban services.

In a synthesis, each cycles maps the general knowledge production cycle with specific activities
(Table 1)
The O4C cycles
Knowledge
production phases
EXPLORING
APPLYING
CONSOLIDATING

Hackathon Event

Hackathon Process

ODL Creation

Inspiration

Pre-Hackathon

Framing the ODL project

Ideation

Hackathon

Implementation

Post-Hackathon

Experimenting
Hackathons
Consolidating the ODL

the

Table 1 The knowledge production phases in each cycle

2.1

The Hackathon event cycle

Following the “Matrioshka model” figure (Figure 1), the aim of the hackathon events is to accelerate
citizen initiatives in a pressure cooker setting, where citizens can collaborate with others. The
hackathon event is the moment at which citizens, interest groups, IT experts and other relevant
stakeholders are working together to collaboratively define a new or improved solution, based on
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the use of open data. In this moment different knowledge, competences and skills are represented,
from the individual and personal knowledge of citizens (they are experts of their own life, they know
their own problems, they have their own personal preferences) to the technical knowledge of the IT
experts and the institutional knowledge of the representatives of public administrators. A
preliminary overview - although not comprehensive - of stakeholders and key expertise needed in
the hackathon event is in Fejl! Henvisningskilde ikke fundet.Table 2.
Stakeholder

Knowledge/Experience/Skills

Citizens

Personal/Tacit knowledge about their own needs

Interest groups

Domain experts, issue experts

IT experts/hackers/makers Technical knowledge
Public authorities

Institutional knowledge (regulations, public policies)

Entrepreneurs

Business knowledge

Table 2. Stakeholders and knowledge in the hackathon event.

During the hackathons the Open4Citizens consortium and partners provide guidance and facilitation
to strengthen the citizen ideas in any phase of their development (from initial concept to prototypes
or other proofs of concept). Figure 3 shows highly iterative process that will support the hackathon
process.
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Figure 3. Activities within a hackathon event follow a highly iterative process, based on “Design Tornado”
model, Jaskiewicz et al., under submission.

The methodological details of the hackathons will be defined in the following deliverables (namely
D2.4 (tools) and D3.1 (process) but at this stage of the project it is possible to distinguish:
1. visualization and interpretation of data (inspiration space). Citizens or non-technical
participants are not always able to make sense of datasets. For this reason, data must be
presented or handled using visualizations that give a more immediate idea of the possible
use of the data. Similarly, more technical participants may benefit from and be inspired by
understanding domain, issue and citizen experts’ motivations for working with data. This
phase also allows citizens to articulate and challenge the needs grounding their initiatives.
2. ideation (Ideation space), or concept development. In this phase the participants of the
hackathons will develop narratives and scenarios and concepts for meaningful applications or
services;
3. implementation (Implementation space) in which the applications or services will be
developed.

2.2

Hackathons Organization Cycle

The Open4Citizens hackathons cover the actual hackathon pressure cooker events, and also a preand post- event phases, where both phases framing the event are actively used as preparation and
follow-up for the hackathons. During the pilot project, Open4Citizens hackathons will take place in
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two periods, mostly in parallel across the five O4C pilot country locations: one round in the first year,
and another round in 2017.

2.2.1

Pre-hackathons

Taking place before the hackathons, pre-hackathons are events to be defined by each partner, where
the O4C hackathons can be promoted, and potentially used as ideation sessions or meetups with
keynote talks serving as a “warm up” towards the main events. From the scientific and operational
goals of the consortium point of view, the pre-hackathons are also valuable pilot opportunities to
test the various methods and tools we are creating for the hackathons. In addition, they can be used
to further concretize the overarching themes for the hackathons and, within these, prioritize which
challenges stakeholders would like to address that lend themselves to being explored with data.
From the consortium’s perspective pre-hackathons will also provide indications about relevant
datasets that can be collected and prepared to make sure hackathons are adequately supported by
the OpenDataLab virtual platform.
2.2.2

Hackathons events

The hackathon event is of course the core of the co-creation process, its characteristics and internal
process cycle has been explained in § 2.1
2.2.3

Post-hackathons

Following the hackathons, post-hackathons involve follow-up activities in order for the different
citizen (initiatives) project outcomes from the hackathons to further develop and sustain themselves
after the hackathon events. The key in achieving this is to leverage the motivation of the citizens to
stay involved in working on a solution to the challenge that has been identified in the hackathon
phase. This might include help, facilitated by the OpenDataLab, to remove obstacles, connect them
with others who can help with technology, awareness or provide access to domain experts with
knowledge. As a consortium, a crucial activity during the post-hackathon is to evaluate the
hackathons based on the evaluation framework (D4.1). This involves articulating lessons learned
from the hackathons regarding the use of the toolkit, the data platform, and methodologies for
running the events. It will be important to determine which lessons will feed in to future activities
and how this will be done.

2.3

The OpenDataLab creation cycle (outer circle)

The outer cycle is a learning cycle including phases of preparation and follow-up surrounding the
hackathon events themselves. It consists of: Framing the OpenDataLab project, Experimenting
Hackathons, Consolidating the ODL.
2.3.1

Framing the ODL project

The external logical layer of the visualized process in Figure 2 represents the general framework that
should progressively define the domain and scope of a budding Open4Citizens Open Data Lab
project, in order to frame the hackathon events and to consolidate the knowledge gained in the
whole process for the toolkit that will support the OpenDataLab. This is an important phase in which
the ODL project is framed though a preliminary activity of exploration of relevant research and
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practice contexts. Beside the specific exploration of the themes as well as the interests of local
stakeholders, which are informing the challenges for each budding ODL, this phase is also referring
to:
 the acquisition of a consolidated theoretical framework of participatory design, which
includes participatory practices, strategies for citizen engagement and workshops facilitation;
as well as
 the development of a spread awareness of important perspectives offered by big data, open
data, business intelligence, smart cities and smart networks.
The knowledge deriving from this phase is consolidated into a specific starter kit for supporting and
guiding citizens through the hackathons, which will be self-sustaining along the ODL creation activity;
thus citizens themselves will create, use and share starter kit and all kinds of kits and tools as the
approach spreads out with no need of researchers and EU funded stakeholders to initiate and
facilitate. Throughout the ODL creation process, this kit will be co-created by citizens and will form
the basis of citizen data toolkit for the new ODL. The data kit is a tool that can be used in the
OpenDataLabs beyond the life of the O4C project to facilitate citizens’ understanding of the
opportunities of open data to improve their everyday life and the services and activities around
them, as well as support citizens themselves to make these improvements.

2.3.2

Experimenting Hackathons

The hackathons are the occasion in which the existing knowledge collected during the previous
phase, will be applied and tested, but also the moment in which the partners that are building the
ODL, together with all the stakeholders in the hackathon will experiment and learn this new form of
collaboration. This phase will generate one or more services or applications, together with
externalized knowledge (rules and tactics to bridge different kinds of knowledge, including citizens’
tacit or explicit knowledge, that of issue experts -public administration representatives, interest
groups, and field specialists-), technological experts and that of entrepreneurs or business
innovators. When referring to local stakeholders, we aim to have a multi-helix consortium, in which
education, research, creative industry, business, governmental organizations, interest groups, and
local residents are represented, to better frame the problem in order to deal with societal
challenges. Our citizen-centred design approach is in keeping with Carayannis and Campbell (2009)
who describe how the triple helix (consisting of organizations, governments, and universities) can be
extended with a fourth helix to a quadruple helix that acknowledges the important role of the (media
base and culture based) public or civil society.

2.3.3

Consolidating the ODL

The implicit (experience) and explicit (skills acquisition, domain knowledge) learning derived by the
several experimentations of the Hackathons (two experiments are planned in the O4C project) will be
consolidated into the new OpenDataLab, which consists of:
 a platform that facilitates use of open data for meaningful applications
 a physical and/or virtual space that becomes the playground for future citizens’ initiatives
 a set of methods and tools that will be publicly available to engage citizens and bridge
different kinds of knowledge (the Hackathon Starter Kit and Citizen Data Toolkit).
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3 OpenDataLabs
OpenDataLabs (ODLs) will be potentially physical and virtual places for citizens, interest groups or
start-up companies that want to experiment or test new ideas for using open data in collaboration
with technical experts and other relevant stakeholders.
The consortium is in the process of defining the profile of the physical manifestation of the
OpenDataLab using the analogy with Fablabs. Fablabs are places where anyone can make their idea
tangible, though giving those ideas a physical shape using digital fabrication machines. Fablabs
amplify the citizens’ fabrication power and bring high technological complexity down to the level of
individual fabrication. By allowing this, Fablabs engrain a social possibility enabling people to build
together with people with different knowledge. The majority of people cannot “talk” with a 3D
machine and are therefore unable to translate their ideas so they can be inputted into the machine.
In Fablabs experts can be found, that can help to overcome the missing technological knowledge,
even though, these experts do not “make things for the people”, but rather facilitate knowledge and
skill inquisition empowering people in creating new things. The material manipulation in Fablabs can
reach a high level of complexity in close proximity with citizens; likewise, OpenDataLabs are expected
to facilitate data manipulation to give citizens a direct transformative power, to create highly
personalized services. Citizens will be able to bring their ideas to an OpenDataLab and they will get
guidance from others on how to start their projects. However, as is the case in Fablabs, the staff
involved will not make the projects, but “teach them how to use the digital fabrication tools”.
The OpenDataLabs will be intertwined with the Open4Citizens digital platform, where open data sets
will be made available or accessible. For this reason, they will also be a reference point for key
stakeholders (see D1.1 for details regarding each pilots), who are expected to engage with the ODLs
as outsourced innovation incubators for their respective organizations. An OpenDataLab will be a
place + a co-creation methodology + a platform to access open data. This means that the
organization of OpenDataLabs will necessarily include the definition of tools and methods for
engaging citizens (the Citizens’ data toolkit) and the technologies that will make open data available
and usable by citizens. The detailed definition of the way OpenDataLabs will function will be part of
the Business and Sustainability case (D4.10).
In the OpenDataLabs, data, citizen initiatives, and social challenges are interestingly combined and
concern both the input and output side of data.

3.1

Inputs

By “input” we mean data that provides opportunities to be used by citizens. The various kinds of
public data for the Open4Citizens project are:
1. Governmental open data (PSI) – We rely on open data already made available by local,
municipal and national governments, as well as open data, which could be requested from
the government. These datasets may include data related to demographics or urban
planning, as well as to public transport or real-time road usage. These datasets are most
often owned and published by governments.
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2. Proprietary public data – A large part of public data on the internet is generated by the
general public, for example geo-tagged Twitter or Instagram data, where the data is owned
by a for-profit or non-profit organization (such as Wikipedia), and is publicly accessible via
APIs. The synthesis of proprietary public data and governmental open data can be valuable
for the creation of meaningful new services.
3. User-generated data – An emerging source of citizen-generated data is from citizen sensing
applications, such as the Smart Citizen Kit (https://smartcitizen.me/). Such citizen-collected
data is still in its infancy today, but it is organically growing, often connected to the spread of
Fablabs and makers all over the world. Open4Citizens could provide use-cases for how to
move beyond the data collection towards enabling systemic change triggered by usergenerated data.
On the input side, citizens make use of multiple sources of publically available data. Not all data that
is publically available is open data. Open data refers to public sector information (PSI) that has been
released for public reuse. Such ‘open data’ is deemed suitable for re-use by citizens and available for
the creative industry to build on and create new services. While the opportunities of opening up PSI
are often referred to and supported by strategic mandates, the release of PSI by local governments is
sometimes difficult.
Various indicators might be important for data release:
1) Use of data, i.e., the way data is used by the department;
2) Source of data, i.e., how is a set of data obtained?
3) Data Storage, i.e., is data stored centrally, or decentralized? and
4) Suitability of data for release, i.e., are there rules and regulations that determine whether a
dataset may be released or not, such as privacy or copyright.
In the current project, our emphasis is not on the release of data, but on making meaningful use of
the data. Data might come in various forms and shapes: open data is often shared as static data in
files (e.g. an Excel or CSV -comma-separated values- file format), or via a public API (application
program interface, which is a set of routines, protocols, and tools for building software applications)
providing access to dynamic, real-time data for example for the weather (current and predicted, etc.)
or the local public transport. Other forms of data can be accessed via crawling: using pieces of
software which read and process a website, collecting a specific type of information in a table for the
user (e.g. some information is publicly shared on a website as text, and that text needs to be
collected and shaped into a machine-digestible form).

3.2

Outputs

By “output” we mean the outcomes of translating this data into useful information needed by the
citizens to empower their social initiatives. Hereto, we select citizen initiatives that are supported by
a subset of the community and can provide benefits for wider communities, beyond the individual
benefit. However, they can also feed in to various other forms, such as awareness campaigns or
similar (info graphics, etc.), where data is central or at least a starting point to gain better
understanding of how to steer the citizen initiative. Generally, we expect the outcomes of the citizen
projects to support people’s everyday decision making regarding their choice and use of relevant
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services, to improve the services around them and, thereby improve the quality of their life and the
environment they live in. Possible outputs are:





3.3

Visualization – a static representation of data, such as an info graphic or a narrative told as a
news article (data journalism). The main objective is to communicate what is otherwise “raw
numbers in a table” in a new, easily understandable and relevant way.
Digital app – a dynamic product to access personally meaningful or context-aware data, such
as a weather-related or route planner app.
A product-service system with various touchpoints engrained with open data. For example,
a service where citizens can report faulty street objects (broken lamppost, etc.) using a
smartphone application, so that the government is notified about these problems and can
send a mechanic to fix them.

Outcome

Besides the concrete outputs aimed at specific cases, O4C also aims to achieve the following
outcomes, which refer to the empowerment of citizens. Think of:
 Skillset – better understanding of data and the opportunities for reuse (might also lead to
better articulation of data needs).
 Community – generation of new citizen communities, strengthening or expansion of existing
ones.

3.4

Impact

Next to that, O4C aims to have social impact in terms of social sustainability, which will be further
elaborated in Work package 4.
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